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I. What
II. What
III.What
IV. What

is science & extent of drug problems?
have been results of wars on drugs?
are options for reducing drugs?
to do, every solution has downsides?

“America’s longest war isn’t the 20-year fight in Afghanistan. That struggle is
dwarfed by the War on Drugs, started by President Richard Nixon more than
50 years ago and still raging.” WSJ, 1/22/2022

I. What is science & extent
of drug problems?

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

Centuries of global history of drug wars
Infamous British opium wars and resultant
humiliations in China in 1840-60s still reverberate
Drug use has escalated in extent, costs & deaths
Drugs have become synthetic, more potent, fallen into
hands of traffickers, & destabilized governments
Drugs have been much more costly than that of
terrorism and deaths great than wars
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Trends in illicit drugs

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

Expanded military use in drug control
As supply controls tighten, incentives multiplied and
trafficking intensified
Rise of drug-related violence and deaths
Massive illicit profits resulted in cartels which
dominated government institutions and violence
Drug wars bigger driver of internal displacements,
undocumented migration and asylum to U.S.

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Science of Drug Use
◼

◼

◼

Why do people use drugs?
◼ Want to feel good, stop feeling
bad, or perform better, or see
others doing it and want to fit in
What do drugs do?
◼ Make you feel good, but after a while, brain gets
used to it and need more, and then brain must
have drug just to feel normal and not awful
Can drug addiction be treated?
◼ Yes, but must follow treatment program for a long
time, stop using drugs AND learn new ways of
thinking, feeling, and dealing with problems
https://nida.nih.gov/drug-topics/criminal-justice/science-drug-use-resource-justice-sector
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Massive social costs
caused by drug abuse
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Diversion of budgets from prevention, education and
treatment to law enforcement
Diversion from other crimes and expansion of criminal
punishment
Use of illegally obtained evidence
Easing of restrictions on policing
Militarization of police forces & greater use of military
Massive arrests and incarceration

Cost of drug abuse in U.S., including illegal drugs, alcohol, and
tobacco, is $740 billion a year vs $782 bil. 2022 military budget.
Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Substance use within
criminal justice system
◼

◼

◼

◼

85% of incarcerated has active substance use
disorder or for a crime involving drugs
Inmates with opioid disorder at a higher risk for
overdose following release
Treatment during and after incarceration is effective
Despite cost, treatment in criminal justice system
saves money in the long run
Of 2 mil. incarcerated in U.S., 25% have been
convicted of a drug offense.
https://nida.nih.gov/publications/drugfacts/criminal-justice
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Illegal drug use major U.S. & Global problem
◼

Prevalence of drug use in U.S., 2020
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

39 million - used cocaine in their lifetime
49.6 million used marijuana in past year
564,000 – had heroin dependence
902,000 - consumed heroin
27% - Lifetime teen use of any illicit drug
63,728 - male drug overdose deaths

Prevalence among global population
◼

◼
◼

5.5% use illegal drugs
256 million cannabis users
1.55% use opioids

https://www.statista.com/topics/3088/drug-use-in-the-us/
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U.S. incarceration
very high, but
drug arrests down
recently although
blacks treated
much harsher

Sources:

usafacts.org/data/topics/security-safety/crime-and-justice/homeland-security/domestic-drug-arrests/
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Highest % are arrested for drugs and
drug abuse up 83% since 1980
U.S. arrests percent of population by
type 1980-2020
1980
Arrests total population
Arrests black population
Drug abuse
Assault
Violent crime
Driving under influence
Larceny or theft
Drunkenness
All other

4.6%
9.5%
0.3%
0.3%
0.6%
0.6%
0.5%
0.5%
1.8%

2020 Change
3.0%
4.4%
0.5%
0.4%
0.4%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%
1.1%

-34%
-54%
83%
26%
-37%
-51%
-53%
-81%
-37%

Source: usafacts.org/data/topics/security-safety/crime-and-justice/crime-and-police/
download 4/19/2022. Arrest data for 2019
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Pandemic changed
illegal-drug habits

◼

◼

◼

As Covid-19 left millions stuck indoors, anxious and
bored, many turned to drugs
Why? Blamed greater use of to extra free time and
boredom of lockdowns
In contrast, party drugs, have fallen out of favour –
due to disappearance of nightclubs and festivals and
difficulty of meeting dealers during lockdown

Source: economist.com/graphic-detail/2020/09/11/how-the-pandemic-has-changed-illegal-drug-habits>
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II. What has been
results of war on drugs?

◼

◼

◼

Narcotics once originated in few regions - marijuana in
Mexico, coca in Colombia, opium in Afghanistan
Now, deadly new synthetics can be made almost
anywhere – fentanyl floods in from China via Mexico
Fentanyl has killed more in U.S. than all wars since
WW II
Fentanyl - powerful opioid used as a pain medication,
anesthesia, and commonly used to create counterfeit drugs
marketed as OxyContin, Xanax, Adderall, and other pills.

Source: The Once and Future Drug War, By James Marson, Julie Wernau, and David Luhnow, WSJ, 1/21/2022
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No end in sight: a
century of drug wars
Former Honduran President Juan Orlando
Hernandez, extradited to U.S., April 21, 2022,
"corrupt and violent drug-trafficking conspiracy"

◼

◼

◼

For decades wars on drugs in Latin America have
failed to curb production, trans-shipment & sale U.S.
U.S. drug trafficking linked to terrorism & political
corruption in hemisphere
The Great Decision is what to do about the dismal
record of 5 decades of punitive drug control strategies

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Rise of prohibition
in the Americas

◼

◼

◼

◼

Cultivation and consumption of narcotics have been
part of culture, particularly Bolivia, Mexico and Peru
But their rise as exporters of illicit drugs has been
closely associated with rise of drug prohibition
1909 Shanghai and 1912 Hague Opium conventions
established principle of international drug restriction
Conventions in1960-80s reaffirmed restrictive supply
control impetus and extended to synthetic drugs

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Controls resulted in price
hikes & drug cartels

◼

◼

◼

◼

Drug supplies, trafficking routes, and consumption
expanded, and violent drug cartels began
Also with increased drug demand, spread of
fashionable illicit drug cultures …
International reports increasingly acknowledged need
for tackling illicit markets
Price increases due to prohibition and enforcement
incentivized criminals into illicit drug markets

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Onset of 1971
War on Drugs
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

U.S. war on drugs began under Nixon prompted by
rising drug use during Vietnam War & “hippie” culture
Clampdown on cocaine from Turkey and marijuana
from Mexico resulted in rise of drug cartels in Latin
America
Pres. Reagan’s war on drugs shifted focus of cocaine
trafficking from Columbia to Mexico
War on drugs led to mandatory sentences that swelled
prison populations and harden political atmosphere
U.S. put increasing pressure on Latin America

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Drug wars increased illicit
drug profits and violence

◼

◼

◼

◼

Rise in drug use in U.S. and supply from
abroad, drove control penalties and prosecution
Illicit drug markets turned into a global and violent
enterprise
Drug lords gained massive profits and power and put
governments on the defensive
Drug Lord Pablo Escobar in Columbia became a major
player and influence in politics

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Not only cartels but
poor peasants

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

Not only drug cartels, but much produced by peasants
When enforcement tightened in one place, drugs
shifted to another – the “balloon effect”
Also, more dangerous and profitable substances used
Emphasis on prohibition and supply control favored
criminal as opposed to public health approaches
U.S. played a key role in criminalization and
interdiction vs. demand reduction & public health

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Cocaine production
shifted to Columbia

◼

◼
◼

◼

Cocaine cultivation in Andes doubled in 2019 to
800,000 acres
Columbia displaced Peru as a dominant producer
Medellin and Cali Columbia cartels seized control of
cocaine industry
Mexico became dominant transit route for the U.S.

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Cocaine shifted from Peru to
Columbia and big political
corruption scandals

◼

◼

◼

◼

Guerrilla groups in Peru (Shining Path) and Columbia
(FARC) established political bases
In Mexico, increased cocaine routes of cocaine
industry and its violence
Profitability of transport reflected in fee of $1250 per
kilo of cocaine transported into U.S.
Disputes over turf, routes and territory became more
frequent and violent

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Columbia cartels
and civil war

◼

◼

◼

◼

Drug cartels killed
presidential candidates, judges, policemen ….
Clampdowns pushed evermore violent smuggling into
Mexican cartels
Columbia collapsed into a protracted Civil War
Mexico then descended into 3-decades of escalating
drug-related violence and mass atrocities

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Political instability
due to drug trade

◼

◼
◼

◼

With political instability due to drug trade, Colombia
and Mexico turned to help to U.S.
Crackdown came at cost of their fragile democracies
Mexico was also actively building its cocaine
smuggling trade, thanks to the crackdown in Columbia
9/11 transformed drug war into a terrorist threat

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Columbia regained
control but drug
production doubled
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

FARC’s 20,000 rebels controlled 1/3 of Columbia
U.S. funded billions mostly to Columbia’s military
Eventually FARC was cornered, and Columbia regained
control
This was critical for survival of state and helped
government regain most of its superiority
But illicit drug trade continued and cultivation of cocoa
in Columbia doubled

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Drugs threatened
U.S. national security

◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

U.S. also began in aiding Mexico in 2006 to quell
criminal violence - especially on Mexican-U.S. border
1000s of Mexicans killed in drug related violence
Mexican war on drugs was not of choice but of
necessity along with U.S. funding
Funds used primarily to bolster Navy and police forces
Increasing viciousness and violence made military the
primary option

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Violence continued
in Mexico

◼

◼

◼

In Mexico, aggressive war on drugs failed to deter the
criminal organizations
Drug related deaths rose to 6,000 a year with
increasingly number of police and armed forces killed
Civilian authorities targeted - between 2002-19, 264
candidates and former mayors were murdered

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Expansion of
opioids in U.S.

◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

Expansion of opioids in U.S. and policy response
added to Mexico’s drug problems
Drug users in U.S. shifted to heroin which rose by
45% to 2.3 million Americans and $43 billion market
Mexico was main heroin supplier & violence increased
Drug arrests in U.S. tripled to 31 mil. since 1980
Decades of punitive and corrosive policies have failed
& likely fueled expansion of drug economies

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Military use paradoxically
resulted in more violence

◼

◼

◼
◼

Intensified criminal competition fueled violence and
jeopardized Latin America’s fragile democracies
State survival pushed governments to use military
solutions, which have proven deeply problematic
Decades of punitive policies failed to stem the problem
Most likely, they fueled expansion of drug economies

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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III. What are options for reducing drug
problems?
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Bad economics of Drug Wars
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Most money spent is for disrupting
supply— uprooting coca bushes,
battling cartels, locking up dealers …
It rests on simple idea: If restrict drug supply, you
force up its price, and fewer people will buy it
But raw leaf is tiny fraction of street price so even if
doubled its price, retail price would barely budge
Production would be squeezed to other places
Focusing on demand would be more effective
Trying to raise price of drugs is like trying to raise price of
art by driving up cost of paint.
Source: How Economists Would Wage the War on Drugs, By Tom Wainwright, WSJ, Feb. 19, 2016
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Focusing on demand
would be more effective

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

Demand for drugs is “inelastic”
When prices rise people cut consumption very little
Drugs are addictive!
At higher prices, dealers sell almost the same
But at the higher prices, their criminal sales increases
Reducing demand, by contrast, triggers decreased use
and price, cutting into criminal market on two fronts
Source: How Economists Would Wage the War on Drugs, By Tom Wainwright, WSJ, Feb. 19, 2016
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Advantages of reducing
drug demand

◼

Demand reductions are also cheaper
◼

◼

◼

◼

Dollar of drug education cuts cocaine use by twice as
much as reducing supply in Latin America
Spending on treatment reduces use by 10 times

Where demand can’t be dampened, it can be
redirected toward a legal source, as with marijuana
This has inflicted bigger losses on cartels than any
supply-disruption policy
Source: How Economists Would Wage the War on Drugs, By Tom Wainwright, WSJ, Feb. 19, 2016
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Pros of drug decriminalization
(not legalization)
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Portugal decriminalized drugs & abuse rates fell
Users aren’t jailed, but treated - costs of treatment
typically is lower and recovery rates higher
Where drug use is criminalized, difficult for uses to
find jobs and resume normal life
Decriminalizing doesn’t make it legal; it removes
penalties on use but sale & distribution still criminal
As drugs decriminalized, violent conduct reduces
Alcohol not drugs primary cause of violent crimes
https://vittana.org/16-decriminalization-of-drugs-pros-and-cons
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Cons of Drug
Decriminalization

◼

◼
◼

◼

May create an atmosphere of
experimentation and gateway to more drug use
Would reduce prices and lead to more and wider use
Although costs of incarceration would be reduced,
cost of treatment would rise
Because drugs can be harmful or cause of violent
behavior, may need controls to protect public safety
https://vittana.org/16-decriminalization-of-drugs-pros-and-cons
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IV. What to do, every
solution has downsides?

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Need (compassionate) community approach that
blends law enforcement, public health & prevention
It’s an ongoing fight, not a war to be won & done
Try to reduce harm from drugs rather than eradicate it
Treat substance use more as disease than a crime
With increased toxicity, goal must be saving lives
“We aren’t going to be able to arrest our way out of
this.” former Mexican President Felipe Calderón.

Source: The Once and Future Drug War, By James Marson, Julie Wernau, and David Luhnow, WSJ, 1/21/2022
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Changing attitudes & reforms

Non-medical use legalized in 18 states
& decriminalized in 13
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U.S. foreign assistance
and reduce gun exports
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

Drug wars will not likely deter desperate people from
illegal drug production or transport to U.S.
More effective is engaging and assisting
Focus on causal factors – reduce “push” of poverty
and “pull” of high prices
Reduce massive U.S. drug demand to curb
overwhelming incentives for criminal groups
To reduce violence must curb export of guns – 70% of
guns of from criminals in Latin America are from U.S.

Notes on # 5 “Panic at the Border: U.S. Relations with the Northern Triangle,” Great Decisions 2020
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$31 bil. Opioid settlements
may slow pill pushing &
support treatment
◼

◼

◼
◼

$25 bil. Opioid settlement approved by companies for
states to use for healthcare and drug-treatment
Settlement alleges companies flooded areas with pills,
created opioid epidemic, forcing communities to spend
millions
Drug-overdose deaths hit 100,000 last year
Sackler family, owners of Purdue Pharma, have
proposed $6 bil. to settle for fueling opioid epidemic
Source: wsj.com/articles/amerisourcebergen-cardinal-health-mckesson-agree-to-opioid-settlement-with46-states-11645792157
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China and synthetic drug
geopolitical problems
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

Opioids - cause of 75% U.S. drug overdoses and
deadliest drug epidemic
Pressured by U.S., China moved to regulate fentanyl
but has not stemmed flow to U.S. as shipments are
being rerouted through Mexico
As U.S.-China relations sour, less willing to cooperate
China rejects U.S. blame for opioid epidemic
China-Mexico law enforcement cooperation against
drug trafficking remains minimal
Source: “China and synthetic drugs: Geopolitics trumps counternarcotics cooperation”, by
Vanda Felbab-Brown, March 7, 2022, brookings.edu/china-and-synthetic-drugs
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China and synthetic drugs:
What should U.S. do?
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Stress China’s own self-interest, but says they lack
opioid use disorder
Urge China to expand its anti-money laundering
though little progress likely
Indicting Chinese companies will likely only limit its
collaboration
Even China cooperation wouldn’t solve problem other supplies available in India, Mexico, Nigeria …
Nevertheless, international cooperation and continued
pressure on China beneficial
Source: “China and synthetic drugs: Geopolitics trumps counternarcotics cooperation”, by
Vanda Felbab-Brown, March 7, 2022, brookings.edu/china-and-synthetic-drugs
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No end in sight: century of drug wars
Summary & Conclusions

I. What is science & extent of drug problems?

➢ Makes (temporarily) feel good but is chronic disease and
greatest and fastest growing cause of arrests

II. What have been results of wars on drugs?

➢ High U.S. and foreign costs but little reduction in use

III. What are options for reducing drugs?

➢ Reducing supply by wars and prisons or reducing demand
by education, treatment, decriminalizing

IV. What to do, every solution has downsides?

➢ Compassionate approach blending law enforcement,
public health and prevention

Next, May 5: Industrial Policy: Economic challenges of
recovering Covid, China, supply chains, inflation…..
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Discussion questions
◼

◼

◼

◼

Should the punitive enforcement of drug prohibition
continued to be used or is it time to change tactics?
Why or why not?
Why has the U.S. continued to use punitive
enforcement? Has this been beneficial?
Poor segments of Latin America society have come to
rely on drug trade to support themselves. Does this
reliance justify the presence of the drug trade?
To what extent have human rights been sacrificed
during the war on drugs?

Source: Monica Serrano, “No end in sight: a century of drug wars”, Great Decisions 2022 part 6
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Appendix – Supplemental Information

U.S. largest single consumer of illicit drugs in
world, with majority coming from outside
◼

◼

◼

◼

Cannabis - by far most widely used illegal drug in U.S. and
across the globe and is cultivated and consumed in every
country. Afghanistan, usually associated with opium, makes
more money from sale of cannabis.
Cocaine - production dominated by Colombia, Bolivia, and
Peru. In 2011, Peru and Colombia both had 150,000 acres of
cocaine cultivation, while Bolivia had 75,000.
Opioids - Afghanistan is single largest producer of opium –
63% of world’s opium. Myanmar and Laos account for 20%.
Amphetamine-Type Stimulants - (ATS) come
predominantly from Mexico and Canada, but U.S. also a
relatively large producer.

https://www.drugrehab.us/news/illegal-drugs-united-states/
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Appendix – Supplemental Information

World Drug Report 2019: 35 million worldwide suffer
from drug use disorders while only 1 in 7 get treated

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

Globally, 35 million suffer from drug use disorders
Opioid users were 53 million, and responsible for two thirds of
585,000 people who died as a result of drug use in 2017
In 2017, 271 million 5.5 % of global population aged 15-64,
had used drugs in the previous year – 30% higher than in 2009
Global illicit manufacture of cocaine reached an all-time high of
1,976 tons in 2017, and 1,275 tons were seized
Most widely used drug globally continues to be cannabis, by
188 million

https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/frontpage/2019/June/world-drug-report-2019_-35-million-peopleworldwide-suffer-from-drug-use-disorders-while-only-1-in-7-people-receive-treatment.html
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